
The Eight Rules
A set of principles to help guide #OccupyDenver

1) Nonviolent discipline, no matter what. Zero tolerance for any
     violence whatsoever, including verbal.

2) Unity of message & across orgs and people. There should be a
     consistent message & demands coming out & activists shld
     know it & share it.

3) There must be a long-term and coherent strategy, not just
     tactics and actions (no matter how clever) that are not
     connected in some way.

4) Security forces/police should be seen as potential recruits to
     movement, not as adversaries. Ultimately they are accountable
     to the people.

5) Keep larger audience (national and international) in mind when
     framing the message. The goal is to win ppl over, not to alienate.

6) Defensive strategies never win. Don't respond to verbal attacks
     or hostile propaganda by using the language of the opponent.
     Reframe.

7) Claim victory whenever possible. It's important for morale and
     enthusiasm. Keep anger/rage in check with humor and solidarity
     actions.
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